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Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the
shipment.Paperback. Pub Date: 1999 Pages: 246 Publisher: China
Agriculture Press agricultural vocational training system
teaching materials the: animal quarantine technology is divided
into seven chapters. detailing the legislative purpose of the Law
on Animal Epidemic Prevention. adjust the object and scope;
zoonotic infection process. the epidemic process. preventive and
control measures. epidemiological investigation and analysis
methods; clinical examination of the animal quarantine
principles. classification and legal as well as methods. mainly
livestock. poultry; quarantine of animal products; sick animals
slaughtered quarantine and processing techniques and
methods; the animal necropsy steps and check the contents;
commonly used method of disinfection and disinfection drugs.
Britannica text concise. fluent language specific comprehensive.
focused. and suitable for the training of animal quarantine
officers of materials. as well as self-study books about engaging
in animal quarantine officers. Contents: Chapter Law on Animal
Epidemic Prevention Section I formulated the guiding ideology
of the meaning of Section II of the Law on Animal Epidemic
Prevention Animal Epidemic Prevention Law of the legislative
purpose of Section III of the Law on Animal Epidemic Prevention
adjustment object and...
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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